
Audio Issues 

1 429 During playback trumpet and piano are played simultaneously

2 473 MIDI Reset (in the Playback ribbon) does not reset chord playback if VST is active

3 522 Show full name of audio devices in WAV options dialog

4 481 Clear selection when goto or rewind is applied

5 33 Mixer: Restore "Record" toggle

Crashes

6 435 Crash on removing bars

7 436 Crash on newline

8 441 Forte crashes on this XML file

9 445 Cancelling chord entry leads to a crash

10 453 Crash with the new chord navigation

11 477 Crash when creating parts (F11.1)

12 496 Crashes when entering textnotes

13 498 Crash after copying measures 

14 524 Crash: Import .wav

15 549 FORTE crashes after importing and saving this midi file as *.fnf

16 600 Crash when entering song structure

17 617 Lyrics: FORTE crashes during Copy & Paste in the lyrics properties window

18 641 Crash after Chords

19 643 Crash: Broken File

20 661 Crashes on chord property window

21 29 Crash after deleting pickup measure

Input / Edit /  Delete (notes, chords, measures, lyrics, symbols, ...)

22 510 Interval transposing does not work correctly



23 563 DEL key finishes lyrics editing

24 578 Copied lyrics are not pasted correctly

25 621 Lyrics: cannot undo delete

26 446 Notes cannot be moved with CTRL-Arrow keys anymore

27 470 The stem and flag of the grace note are not displayed.

28 497 After tuplet input, half notes are deactivated in the input palette

29 478 The note text disappears when scrolling and appears after zooming.

30 503 Unexpected behavior when moving comment text fields.

31 512 Entering a lyrics block makes staves on the last page disappear

32 556 Lyrics: Disappearing Hyphens

33 568 Renaming a part doesn't work

34 620 When the lyrics properties dialog is shown, deleting a syllable doesn't work properly

35 626 After re-naming a track once, undo doesn't work any more.

36 508 Transposing (concert pitch) doesn't work correctly

37 81 Deleting rests can lead to incomplete measures

38 466 Deleting a track name can't be undone

39 486 Entering rests cannot be undone

40 605 After grouping staves, the connected barline cannot be "un-broken"

41 330 Improve Fermata behaviour

42 540 Make the track name abbreviation editable

43 431 Cancelling Chord editing does not work correctly

44 438 Akkorde: display of bass notes not correct

45 443 Chord Symbols cannot be moved with CTRL-Arrows or mouse

46 447 Chord MIDI freeze if "stop after last note" is activated

47 12 Problems with Grand Staves



48 13 Add option to tie notes over line break

49 8 If there is a pickup measure, undo doesn't work for "Add bar before" and "Add bar after"

50 9 If there is a pickup measure, undo doesn't work for Multi-measure rests

51 10 Multi-measure rests span multiple meters

52 7 "Add bar before" doesn't work for measure 1 if there is a pickup measure

53 11 Chord entry doesn't work any more

54 6 Shortening notes doesn't work

55 39 FORTE is extremly slow during entry after switching to another note value.

Import / Export / Print / Files 

56 430 Improve suggested file name for .fnf file on XML import (directly coming from ScanScore)

57 461 PDF Export problems

58 583 FORTE can't open these files

59 548 Selected elements are highlighted even on the printout

60 608 Print Preview bug

61 456 Grace Notes are not displayed correctly (Grace notes from old files are not imported correctly)

62 2 Load proper part layouts when exporting parts

63 1 Close Properties window before exporting parts

64 35 Hide mixer during export of parts

Interface / Display / Buttons

65 444 Moving text with the mouse creates temporary duplicates

66 448 Missing translations in English FORTE version

67 450 The behaviour of the ESC key is inconsistent

68 451 Scrolling turns fingering symbols into black dots. PDF export also generates black dots instead of fingering symbols

69 452 ESC does not cancel "Harmonika tab"

70 467 Removing a pickup bar doesn't work



71 479 Hide the properties window on first start

72 555 Delete "separate voices" button in the "Home" ribbon

73 606 FORTE magically switches to continuous view after edits in a big score

74 545 Ask for the position when merging staves

75 627 Accidental cursor: Adding an accidental after clicked on the empty place on the score.

76 628 Accidental cursor: Accidental cursor stays active after deselect the accidental button.

77 83 The mouse cursor interfers with computer keyboard input when the view autoscrolls

78 284 Changes to the QuickAccess Toolbar are not saved

79 539 Implement hotkeys in the score wizard

80 471 Make this white rectangle black

81 493 Typo in the trial splash screen

82 495 The bar line is still covered by the measure highlight at high zoom levels

83 505 Track name disappears when dragging above indent

84 515 Screen View is not resized 

85 531 Remove the ? Button from two Record dialogs

86 533 The grey rectangle does not move along with the notation element for some ornaments

87 552 Bug in the measure selection routine

88 559 In track mode, the rectangles of many objects do not move after objects is moved by Ctrl+Arrow keys.

89 560 The chord track is shown in the "separate voices" dialog

90 589 The anchor cursor is not updated after moving it around with the arrow keys or U/I

91 633 After removing the track from the notation, there is a large empty area between the tracks.

92 574 Empty element in the custom mouse selection dialog

93 599 After splitting a staff (according to voices), the index is off by 1

94 632 After change voice of notes, the undo/redo stack is empty.

95 657 properties palette does not resize to the content that is inside



96 21 Add message asking about simple mode upon first start

97 31 Wrong Icons on the "Simple Mode" Ribbon

98 30 Missing Icon for "Audio" in the MIDI Settings Ribbon

99 18 Multi-measure rest doesn't display correctly in continuous view

100 3 Don't show input palette and properties window during Score Wizard

101 20 Hide "Download Soundfont" icon in FORTE Free

102 22 Remove Elements from FORTE Free that don't belong there

103 19 Translation missing for "Download Soundfont"

104 26 Move "Device" panel from "Options" to "MIDI Settings" ribbon

105 28 Add Soundfont author to credit line

106 16 The voice selection dropdown disappeared from the ribbons

107 36 Correct the "Simple Mode" info window in the German version

108 37 "Simple Mode" info window doesn't work if a template file is used.

109 454 Change ScanScore URL to*.exe

ERROR Messages

110 458 Error message entering chords / error while playback

111 509 Error opening this Forte 11 Home file

112 511 FORTE can't open this file anymore

113 469 Trial version error (no longer valid)

114 489 Show message when an invalid denominator is entered for a custom meter


